The meeting was called to order at 7:05 p.m., in the Activities Room of the Lodge by President Loren Haarr.

PRESIDENT'S REPORT

Haarr reported on the MSPA Convention he attended in Billings this weekend. The main accomplishment was to do away with the constitution. A statement of policy is being drawn up which will designate MSPA as a place for the presidents of the schools to discuss their ideas. The minutes were approved as read.

VICE PRESIDENT'S REPORT

Moore said all copy for the Sentinel is due after the meeting.

ALUMNI

Foley reported he spoke to two living groups so far about the Student Ambassador Program.

FIELDHOUSE AND PHYSICAL PLANT

Briggs reported that Parker met with the board yesterday, and the construction of the "M" and the walkways through the oval were discussed. Parker is disappointed in the lack of student pride in the appearance of the campus. Next week the board will look at the building specifications.

PLANNING BOARD

Whitehead reported the board is reviewing the boards presently. This week Traditions and Athletic Boards came before it. The board recommends that Athletic Board and AWS each have a member on Traditions Board (which necessitates an addition of the By-Laws).

PUBLICATION

Eggensperger moved Ronald Schleyer be approved as Managing Editor of the "KAIMIN". Seconded by Thogersen. Schaffer reported that notification that applications were available for the position was printed only one day before the applications were due instead of the required two days previous. MOTION PASSED WITH MOORE ABSTAINING. EGGENSPERGER MOVED TO WAIVE THE BY-LAW REQUIRING A 2.5 GPA TO ALLOW TROY HOLTER TO BE APPOINTED AS FEATURE EDITOR. SECONDED BY HUDSON. Schaffer asked if the other girls who applied met the qualifications. Eggensperger replied she did. Grauman said other students had related to her that the "past regime" appointed what they wanted and did not give everyone a fair chance. Harstad said the appointed applicant was felt to be better qualified. Eggensperger stated the position was only open to Journalism majors and that the notice was posted for some time in the Journalism School. Haarr said there is no change Central Board can make to improve on the problem. MOTION PASSED WITH SCHAFER, GRAUMAN, FOLEY OPPOSED AND LEARY BRIGGS, AND KUNDERT ABSTAINING. EGGENSPERGER MOVED THAT CENTRAL BOARD APPOINT TROY HOLTER AS FEATURE EDITOR OF THE "KAIMIN". SECONDED BY MOORE. MOTION PASSED WITH ALLEN, SCHAFER, GRAUMAN, AND PENIAND OPPOSED, AND BRIGGS, LEARY, FOLEY, AND KUNDERT ABSTAINING.
STUDENT SERVICES

Hudson moved that Central Board approve Dr. Taylor as a member of the Student Bookstore Reserve Board. Seconded by Briggs. Motion passed unanimously.

TRADITIONS

Wheeler reported that April 20 is the tentative date for working on the "M" if work cannot be started on this date, it will begin the 27th. Homecoming chairman will be selected in another week.

ATHLETICS

Allen reported there will be a Friday at Four at which Lawford will speak on the Psychology of coaching.

PROGRAM COUNCIL

Grauman announced that the $116 deficit from last year's Miss U of M Pageant has been resolved. Program Council is paying $80 and AWS, $36. There was a disappointing turn-out for the University Forum last week at which Dr. Shannon talked of changes in group requirements. A Friday at Four and a student dance will be held on Friday.

BUDGET AND FINANCE

Van Heuvelen reported the Sentinel budget was tentatively approved at $4500, which is an increase of $660 (needed because of the salary increases). Alumni was approved at $1 since much of the $125 allocated last year remains. The Book was approved at $1150. To put out this year's book, $1250 is needed. Van Heuvelen recommended that Kim Mechlin and Rick Applegate be appointed to the Student Bookstore Reserve Board but found that the members must be from the faculty and therefore extended his apology. Auxiliary Sports requested $13000 and received $6600 because the board felt that only WRA and Intramurals were its legitimate concern. An extra appropriation requested by Orchesis was rejected because the board is "in the dark" on the WRA Fund and felt that the request should go through the Fine Arts Department. The $4000 that was appropriated for the opera to go on tour which is no longer necessary has been reapportioned by Fine Arts. Van Heuvelen is exploring this and may take some of it back. Allen said that intramural sports such as bowling and soccer are not sanctioned by the NACC. This should have been investigated before the budget was cut. Grauman asked what happened to the poll AWS was going to conduct as to whether it could be self-supporting. Leary said the poll would be conducted next Monday and the ad hoc committee assigned to AWS would report to Budget and Finance on Tuesday.

NEW BUSINESS

Leary stated that the Constitutional Review Committee is only revising the
apportionment of the student representation. Members meet Tuesday and Thursday at 4:00 p.m. It would like to know any weaknesses. Any change must be passed by 25% of the student body. Brown asked whether the student ambassadors would receive any training and whether they would have to notify the high school. Foley said they would be given materials to hand out and the committee would contact the high schools. A meeting will be held next week. Moore requested that he try to get a story on the front page of the "Kaimin". Moore also stated that if anyone had any question on the validity of an appointment, they should speak while they have the chance. PENLAND MOVED FOR ADJOURNMENT. SECONDED BY THOGERSEN. MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY.

PRESENT: THOGERSEN, PENLAND, BRIGGS, HARSTAD, SMITH, SCHAFFER, GREEN, FLETCHER, HUDSON, GRAUMAN, FOLEY, TAYLOR, JOHNSON, WHITEHEAD, MECHLIN, LEARY, BROWN, EGGENSBERGER, MOORE, WHEELER; ALLEN, KUNDERT, HAARR, VAN HEUVELLEN, Wood, Lee

EXCUSED: MCGRATH, MAGRUDER, MORRISON

Respectfully submitted,

Linn Kundert
ASUM Secretary